
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 25 March 2010, 11:00am EDT

Agenda:
1. Call to Order (Bill)
2. Roll Call (Anne)
3. Approve Minutes of prior meetings

March 11:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/36903/EMIX_20100311_Minutes.pdf

4. Review Open Action Items
5. Use Case Registry (Anne)

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/36931/emix_usecases.xls
6. Review of EMIX Working Draft 04 and issues

Clean PDF:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37060/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04.pdf
Diffmarked PDF:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37058/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04-diff-
wd03.pdf
Comment log:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37061/CommentLog_20100324.xls

7. TC White Paper specifics (Chairs)
8. Review of new action items (Chairs)
9. Adjourn

Attendees:  Member / Company (* = voting)

Edward Cazalet* The Cazalet Group
William Cox*   Cox Software Architects LLC
Phil Davis Schneider Electric
Girish Ghatikar* Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Anne Hendry*  Individual
David Holmberg*  NIST
Alex Levinson* Lockheed Martin
Pornsak Songkakul Siemens AG

Minutes:

1. Call to Order
Bill C: Call to order.

2. Roll Call
Anne H: Roll
Voting Members: 5 of 10 (50%)
Members: 8 of 41 (19%) 
Meeting was not quorate (record corrected later: quorum was reached with 60% voting members).

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37060/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37058/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04-diff-wd03.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37058/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04-diff-wd03.pdf


3. Approve Minutes of 2010-02-11 meeting

Deferred to next meeting due to lack of quorum.

4. Open Action Items Review

#005 Develop white paper draft on pricing structure/model  (Derek L)
         Nothing new to report this week.
#006 Send examples for energy 'shadow price' (and any other related pricing).   (Ed C)
         Done.  Sent 25 March to EMIX list: "Shadow Prices and EMIX" document.

              http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37053/Shadow%20Prices%20in
%20EMIX.pdf 

#007 Update spec: 'Required Elements Table', 'schedule' element (Bill C)
         Done.
#008 Continue thread on email alias from 28 Jan meeting discussion on location (David S)
         Nothing new to report this week.
#010 Update Spec from recent discussion and decisions.  (Bill C)
         Done.  See Draft 04 (link in agenda)
#011 Send 'type of energy' discussion to list (Toby C)
         See last paragraph of 11 March, agenda item 6 discussion.
#012 Initiate glossary discussion
         Done.  Begun with http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/emix/201003/msg00034.html thread.

5. Use Case Registry

Anne H: Have added a few more that were referred to on list discussion  Will do another revision 
for next meeting.

6. Review of working draft 04

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37060/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37061/CommentLog_20100324.xls

Bill C:
Substantive changes have been made to Section 2.2 (start line 87), 'Required Elements'.

Phil D: In Table 1, element TYPE, what is thermal?
Bill C: Will clarify.  Need a separate white paper on naming TYPE classes (voltage, etc). 
ACTION: Toby C. develop white paper on using characteristics rather than nominal names for 
TYPE.   (See line 6 of Comments Log -- using/defining characteristics of type.)

Ed C:
In Table 1, [time] INTERVAL, there is an additional concept for long term contracts.  There will 
often be a contract that will define peak hours as 8am - 6pm Mon-Sat, but not Sundays nor NERC 
holidays, for either a month or year.
Bill C: 
Trying to maintain 'as simple as possible but no simpler'; may be area of struggle of something 
simple enough to be actionable but rich enough to cover all possible options; if definable by ws-
calendar then that's the place to talk about it.

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37061/CommentLog_20100324.xls
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37060/emix-1%200-spec-wd-04.pdf
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/emix/201003/msg00034.html


Rish G:  Does INTERVAL cover only time, or price and time?
Bill C: Intended exactly as before: start point, end point; change of name, not semantics
ACTION: Rish G. please ask this question on the list on a clean draft.

Bill C: Section 2.2.4, Table 2, POWERQUALITY: may or may not be able to be described.
Phil D: An entire table could be devoted to power quality.
ACTION: Phil D. send more info on quality (concise) to email list.

Ed C:
There may be an application where you're communicating a price index which is not expected to be 
actionable, so wouldn't need all the 'required' elements.  In that case are those left blank?
ACTION: Ed  C ask this question to email.

Bill C:
The Comment Log was captured from email; 'All' in the Line column denotes a general comment.

ACTION: Ed C. develop white paper on transactive energy as per line 7 of Comment Log.  This 
will address comments on MarketID/MarketContext and Buy/Sell flag.

7. TC White Paper specifics (Chairs)

Review of “Transactional Energy Information Models”
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/emix/201003/msg00047.html

Ed C:
Table 1, Energy Offer Information Model

This is a fairly simple concept: various parties or devices enter into transactions with each other. 
There are lots of two-way contracts between parties in a market. The transaction could be a bilateral 
contract or an exchange between a wholesale generator and an ISO, but the fundamental elements of 
those contracts can be described in our information model.  The overall flow is that there is an offer 
and then one or more transactions coming out of the offer.  Transactions can also be negotiated 
directly (never have the offer itself).
A typical example is a party making an offer to sell energy (what is measured by a meter) at a price 
and amount for a certain interval.  A counter-party needs to know if it is a buy or sell offer (hence 
buy/sell flag) and needs to know for how long the offer is available for action.  The offer might be 
to sell power that will be available 4 hours from now, or is immediately available, or is available 15 
minutes before the hour.

David H: Is this from the point of use, or where it comes off a feeder, or ?
Ed C: Good question -- needs clarifying
Phil D:
Unless it is at the meter, the system that needs to act on this info would need transmission cost, 
distribution cost, and so on, so unlikely the buyer will get that and use it and they won't spend a lot 
of time on it.  So really need an FOB meter -- well understood, well identified.
David H:
Need meter id and customer id.



Phil D:
But meter id will be the same for both parties;  the entity would be a meter owner or distribution 
utility; in future, it may be the actual customer.  It is the service meter.  Meter owner would be 
separate.
Ed C: In terms of meter id, are you implying owner?
Phil D:
Unclear -- the issue is under normal business transactions, the utilities consider the meter id
their business.  It's not a changeable number, so if we use it as a reference for a transaction that 
occurs outside that domain, could end up with something that doesn't exist.  The meter id could be 
anything.  5% of all monthly service bills are incorrect because of meter id issues.
ACTION: Phil look into details of meter id (stability, ability to use as persistent reference, etc) to 
clarify use of 'MeterID' element
Ed C:
Need to decide what to call this: offer, bid, order?  Doesn't seem defined in financial markets.  Offer 
usually to sell, bid to buy.
Phil D: Would think offer, then becomes binding.
Ed C: 
An agreement doesn't necessarily refer back to the original offer/bid.  When someone offers a 
quantity in this first model, it's not necessarily that the actual transaction is of that quantity and it's 
possible the price may be different as well.  eg. market offer for stock -- may get it for less. 
Possibly described as limit price?
Phil D:
If we're talking about energy transactions, there is a price consumers are willing to pay and price at 
which vendors are willing to sell -- they don't necessarily have to agree on details.  If a company 
wants to put a standard order at less than .06 cents, do I have a way to do that without an offer on 
the table in this model?
Ed C:
We'd need to refine the table to have a maximum or limit price.  The intent is to buy and sell, so 
usual situation if my neighbor posts an offer to buy, and I accept that, then that defines a transaction 
at that price and if I put up an offer to sell at a lower price, then we have a mechanism (not 
identified) to resolve the spread.  It could go on an exchange.  When we say price, we could say if 
it's a maximum or limit.

Ed C:
Table 2 Energy Transaction Model

If there is an agreement then you get to the second model: agreement between seller and buyer.
Extended Price has the advantage that is it extends over all the intervals (currently 'schedule' -- will 
update as per Bill's earlier comment).  From that one could buy extended price per quantity to get an 
average price across intervals -- more clear on complex transactions.
Phil D: Is this created after the end of the interval?
Ed C: could be both, but typically a forward contract -- providing power for next day/month.
Phil D:
When you buy energy, you typically don't know how much you've spent until after
the fact because you can't determine your demand over a period of time.
Ed C:
An important concept in transactive energy is to distinguish a take-or-pay fixed amount, or 
essentially an option to purchase -- a forward type contract.  With slight improvements the model 
could distinguish between the two -- the right to take up to full requirements amount of power at a 



given interval at that price.
Phil D:
That implies having a bid that tells you if the you are required to take a specific quantity or have the 
option to take some part of that quantity.

Ed C:
See Table 3 -- Energy Option Information Model

The first case, Table 1, is take-or-pay.  This is to build a baseline off which you can then build 
additional transactions and even options.  But if you have a full requirements contract (like most 
retail today) then when you want to do DR/buy-back, you don't have a baseline to buy back against, 
you only have to forecast.  I think a contracted baseline is critical for transactional energy; 
particularly if we have interval metering providing a fairly fine description of the energy consumed 
at each interval.  However, if we want to consider a full requirements contract we can specify it in 
Table 3.
Phil D: Yes, that makes sense to me.
Ed C:
Meter ID is there because in first instance of Table 1, may have offer across many customers 
identified by locations for delivered, but at the time of the actual transaction, it could be a specific 
meter.
Ed C:
Back to the point of consuming different amounts for purchase forward, this is addressed in the 
paragraph following Table 2; if I purchase 2.1 MW on a forward contract (.5 MW from one, .6 MW 
from another, 1 MW from a third, at diff times and prices) the meter reading will be compared to the 
total position you have on all contracts, then the difference becomes a new transaction.  That would 
be an ex-post contract.  That's a pretty simple description that covers a lot of ground.

8. Review of new action items

ACTION: Rish G. mail question to list about 'intervals' in spec -- mean just time, or price and time?

ACTION: Phil send more info on power quality (concise) for spec to list.

ACTION: Ed C. ask question on need to keep elements if transaction doesn't require them (ie. if 
communicating price index)

ACTION: Ed C. write white paper on transactive energy as per line 7 in Comment Log.

ACTION: Toby C. develop white paper on characteristics as per line 6 in Comment Log.

ACTION: Phil D. will look into details of meter id (stability, ability to use as persistent reference, 
etc) to clarify use of 'MeterID' element

ACTION: Everyone review transactional energy document uploaded by Ed C on 24 March
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37051/Transactional%20Energy
%20Elements.pdf.  Send any questions about it to the list.

9. Adjourn
Anne H: Move to adjourn.   Alex L: second. No discussion, no objections.  Adjourned: 12:00 EDT

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37051/Transactional%20Energy%20Elements.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37051/Transactional%20Energy%20Elements.pdf

